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Abstract

Proximity Toolkit is a toolkit that simplifies the exploration of interaction techniques based on proximity and orientations of people, tools, and large digital surfaces. ViconFace is a playful demonstration application built atop of this toolkit. A cartoon face on a large display tracks a person moving around it, where it visually and verbally responds to that person’s proximity, orientation and wand use. The accompanying video illustrates all this in action.
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Introduction

The Proximity Toolkit simplifies the exploration of interaction techniques based on proximity and orientations of people, tools, and large digital surfaces. ViconFace is a playful demonstration built atop this toolkit, where a face on a large display tracks and responds to people moving around it. This paper and video summarize and illustrate both systems.
**Proximity Toolkit**

One of our research goals is to investigate human computer interaction based upon the proximity of people, physical objects, and digital devices located in the everyday world. Our vision is that digital objects would react appropriately to proximal cues, where the interaction experience would build upon people’s natural expectations from both a social and physical perspective (e.g., [1,2,3]). This is a very open-ended goal, where particular research directions could easily spawn into a variety of quite different projects and implementation directions.

Consequently, we decided to build a toolkit that would simplify the exploration and iterative design of interaction techniques and applications based on proximity and orientation of people, tools, and large digital surfaces. The result was the Proximity Toolkit. Through the toolkit’s API, developers can easily:

- track particular objects of interest, where objects are tools, large displays, and/or people (our current repertoire includes a hat, a wand, an oval-shaped see-through mirror, a large plasma display, and a large digital table (e.g., see Figure 1, top)
- For each object, a developer can track its 3D position, orientation, and velocity (Figure 1, bottom)
- For a set of objects, a developer can track their distance and orientation to one another, whether they are touching or collided, and intersection points for directional objects (via ray-casting) (Figure 1, bottom)

The Proximity Toolkit currently wraps a Vicon motion capture system: a high-end installation that tracks infrared reflective markers affixed to objects. Our API hides the low-level details of the underlying Vicon system: it transforms and returns information about objects in terms of their proximity semantics. No knowledge of 3D math is required to use our toolkit.

*Figure 1. Top:* The person’s hat, wand, and display all have markers. *Bottom:* The Proximity Toolkit tracks the relationship of these two tracked objects and the display.
The actual API is composed of several main objects. A ViconComponent receives, processes, and manages raw data from the Vicon System (i.e., it does all the heavy lifting). A ViconSpace provides a high-level framework for monitoring the interaction of objects and displays. A DisplayPlane is a special object that represents a large digital display in 3D space. Tracked objects, such as a wand and hat, represent individual objects.

Initializing all this takes but a few lines of code, where one establishes a connection to the Vicon system via the ViconComponent, initializes and calibrates the display via the DisplayPlane, initializes the various tracked objects, and then adds these objects to the ViconSpace.

The program then receives events about tracked objects (called a subject) through a number of events, e.g., SubjectMove. When relationships between particular objects are of interest, the programmer creates a SubjectRelation (for two subjects) and/or a PlaneSubjectRelation (for a subject and a display plane). Events are then raised specific to these relations. For instance, if a subject (such as a person or a wand) is pointing at the display, a PointMove event is raised, where it returns parameters such as the distance of the subject from the display, intersection of the point on the display in screen coordinates, the angle of the subject to the display (i.e., its orientation relative to the display), whether the subject is actually touching the display, and so on.

ViconFace

ViconFace is a playful application built atop this toolkit, where its purpose is to demonstrate the toolkit capabilities (See Figure 2). ViconFace lives on a wall display. Its animated cartoon face tracks a person (via the person’s hat) walking around it, and a wand that the person is holding. It continuously reacts as follows.

- **Position**: its eyes follow the moving hat and wand.
- **Orientation**: its face is happier when the person is looking at it, and sad when the person is turned away.
- **Distance**: it has a larger smile as the person comes closer, although it starts to frown if the person comes too close.
- **Velocity**: it is startled when the person moves quickly, and is fearful of sudden motion of the wand.
- **Pointing**: it visually fixates on the wand’s beam when the wand is pointed at it.
- **Touch**: It becomes angry when it is poked in the eye by the wand.
- **Presence**: It notices when people enter/leave the scene, where it becomes happier or lonelier.

ViconFace also talks, where its speech reflects its reactions. While all attributes are triggered independently, the combination effect gives ViconFace a surprisingly realistic and compelling behavior.

Figure 2 illustrates several scenes from the video, where ViconFace is reacting to particular situations.

**Conclusion**

The ProximityToolkit is a first attempt at creating an easy to use toolkit that continuously tracks proximity and orientation of people, objects, and displays. While it is currently based on Vicon hardware, we believe its API will generalize to other tracking systems. One issue is how the information captured and delivered by our toolkit can degrade gracefully based on limitations of these other systems. Another issue is how we can design applications that react continuously as a function of proximity (as seen in the ViconFace), rather
than discretely across distance boundaries e.g., near, middle, far. ViconFace is just a demonstration. We have created other demonstrations, such as a paint program whose drawing tools react differently based on a person’s distance and orientation from the display, and a video viewer that displays videos and associated information as a function of proximity. This is just the beginning.
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